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to its knees. But to do so she must play a deadly
game of deceit. One slip could bring doom not
only for Feyre, but for everything-and everyoneshe holds dear. As war bears down upon them
all, Feyre endeavors to take her place amongst
the High Fae of the land, balancing her struggle
to master her powers-both magical and politicaland her love for her court and family. Amidst
these struggles, Feyre and Rhysand must decide
whom to trust amongst the cunning and lethal
High Lords, and hunt for allies in unexpected
places. In this thrilling third book in the #1 New
York Times bestselling series from Sarah J.
Maas, the fate of Feyre's world is at stake as
armies grapple for power over the one thing that
could destroy it.
Elle's Journey - Lizzy Ford 2016-04-11
When Elle is spirited away from everything she
knows, she soon finds that starving might be a
blessing compared to the evil following her and
the danger ahead of her. She is guided by the
Hunter - a young man haunted by a dead
woman, and the Shadow - a creature at war with
himself. The Protector travels from the West to
help her, only to be led astray by an imposter. It
is only when Elle seeks help from the Betrayer
that she realizes none of them will survive, if she
can't unite the Five Foretold and find the five
magestones.
Star Cursed - Elizabeth Briggs 2021-11
My fated mate rejected me, and now he wants
me back. I'd rather die. I'm being held captive by
my worst enemies, the Leo pack. My fated mate
is their new alpha, and he says he has big plans
for me. For us. But no matter how much the
mate bond tries to convince me he's the one,
there's another man I can't stop thinking about:
the alpha of the lost pack. My new pack. Kaden

Winter Fire (#3, Witchling Series) - Lizzy
Ford 2017-02-01
Autumn Storm (#2, Witchling Series) - Lizzy
Ford 2017
A girl with no memory, hidden in plain sight … A
boy with no hope, spiraling into Darkness …
Only one knows the truth, and only one has the
power to save them. Autumn doesn’t know why
she remembers a boarding school she’s never
visited, or why her reflection is sometimes that
of a ghost named Summer. She struggles to
recover her memories and understand the
warnings conveyed through her magick. Caught
between the Turner twins, she isn’t certain who
to trust: Decker, the mysterious Master of Dark,
who makes her heart catch, or Beck, the
cautious Master of Light, whose touch soothes
her pain. Unable to recover from Summer’s
death, Decker slowly surrenders to the Dark.
The guilt he feels when he falls for Autumn – and
betrays Summer’s memory – drives him farther
from the Light, until he completely loses control
and takes the souls of Light witchlings. As the
protector of Light, Beck is caught between his
allegiance to his twin and his vow to protect new
witchlings. He must keep the Darkness from
consuming his brother, for if Decker fails, he’ll
take down the only person who has a chance of
saving them all.
A Court of Wings and Ruin - Sarah J. Maas
2017-05-02
The epic third novel in the #1 New York Times
bestselling Court of Thorns and Roses series by
Sarah J. Maas. Feyre has returned to the Spring
Court, determined to gather information on
Tamlin's actions and learn what she can about
the invading king threatening to bring her land
starkissed
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thinks I went willingly with my mate and turned
my back on him. I don't know if he's coming for
me, but I'm not giving up 'til I find my way back
to him-and to my new family. I'm an Ophiuchus.
I'm Moon Touched. And my enemies have
underestimated me for far too long. Star Cursed
is the second book in a scorching hot wolf shifter
series, perfect for fans of Jaymin Eve, Laura
Thalassa, and Amelia Hutchins.
Star Kissed - Jamie Campbell
Please note: This is a novelette. Shorter fiction is
a fun and quick read, not a full length novel. In
the second installment of the Star Kissed series,
Melrose is back and determined to get to know
her superstar singer better. Cole invites Melrose
to his hometown so she can see the real guy
behind the cameras. Seeing him in his natural
habitat, she quickly realizes how much they have
in common. Private jets, late night Skype chats,
and charity events, it is all in a day’s work when
you are dating the world’s biggest superstar. But
will Melrose finally get her first kiss from the
elusive Cole Newton? The Star Kissed Series
includes: Star Struck Star Kissed Starburst Star
Bright
Trial by Heart - Lizzy Ford 2015-12-31
Novella 4, Trial Series. The secrets behind the
Kingmaker Curse are starting to unravel.
Leslie's initial excitement about formulating a
plan to break the curse plunges into devastation
when she realizes the personal cost. Each
candidate has had to sacrifice what he wants
most in the world, and one of them will pay with
his life.Nothing can prepare her to learn one of
the candidates is not who he claims to be.
There's a fourth player in the trials, whose
presence has been felt but not seen, until now.
The puppet master's sole purpose in life is to
save the Community - and her.The curse begins
its final phase of trying to possess her mind.
Aided by the puppet master, Leslie fights for her
life and those of the Community. No matter
what, she's only a Kingmaker for one more
week.
Tokyo - Lena Fritsch 2020-08
This beautifully designed book is a celebration of
one of the world's most creative, dynamic and
fascinating cities: Tokyo. It spans 400 years,
with highlights including Kano school paintings;
the iconic woodblock prints of Hiroshige; Tokyo
Pop Art posters; the photography of Moriyama
starkissed
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Daido and Ninagawa Mika; manga; film; and
contemporary art by Murakami Takashi and Aida
Makoto. Visually bold and richly detailed, this
publication looks at a city which has undergone
constant destruction and renewal and it tells the
stories of the people who have made Tokyo so
famous with their insatiable appetite for the new
and innovative - from the samurai to avantgarde
artists today. Co-edited by Japanese art
specialists and curators Lena Fritsch and Clare
Pollard from Oxford University, this accessible
volume features 28 texts by international experts
of Japanese culture, as well as original
statements by influential artists.
Theta Beginnings Miniseries - Lizzy Ford
2016-09-01
On the night of the fourteen-year-old Silent
Queen's coronation, the gods declare war on
humanity, and the Earth is left in shambles. The
members of the Sacred Triumvirate move into
their respective positions in the face of
extraordinary odds. Phoibe's first night as Queen
is a nightmare, during which she appeals to an
unsavory god for assistance without
understanding the consequences ... Niko is
forced to give up his independence to protect
the son he has only just met ... Lantos seizes an
opportunity for power, at the expense of his best
friend ... Herakles refuses to risk Alessandra's
life by defending humanity, even if it means no
one else is left standing ... Five years before
Alessandra emerges onto the stage, the seven
people destined to become Alessandra's allies
and enemies enter the deadly political game
between humanity and deities and begin to play
their fated parts.
Omega - Lizzy Ford 2015-10-21
In a modern world ruled by territorial Greek
gods, the human race has been nearly destroyed
by the constant infighting of gods. However, a
human girl with the power of a goddess is
coming of age. Alessandra is the prophesized
Oracle of Delphi and bears the mark of the
double omega. Soon after she turns eighteen,
Alessandra is told her destiny.
The Juvie Three - Gordon Korman 2013-02-01
Gecko doesn't want to go back to Juvenile
Detention, but trouble somehow always finds
him... Graham "Gecko" Fosse drove the getaway
car for a robbery he didn't even know was going
down. But that doesn't keep him out of Juvie —
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the worst place he has ever been. It's a place
where its inmates, some convicted teenage
killers, could easily write an encyclopedia on
how to inflict pain. Thankfully, do-gooder
Douglas Healy shows up, giving Gecko a chance
to swap the slammer for a halfway house lived in
by two other young criminals. There are just
three crucial conditions — the three boys must
stay in school and out of trouble, all while
staying on Social Services' good side. Or else it's
back to Juvie for all of them. But Terence seems
bent on getting himself into trouble — the boys
catch him sneaking down the fire escape, off to
pull another heist. If only their fight hadn't
gotten physical and Healy hadn't wound up in
the hospital with amnesia. If only Gecko wasn't
falling for a girl whose dad's best friend was the
Deputy Police chief. And that's just the
beginning of their problems. One thing's for
certain: if the boys are found out, their second
chance will be their last...
Guppy Butter - Kevin M. Penelerick 2018-04-29
A fun story that helps children deal with loss.
Breath Better Spent - DaMaris B. Hill
2022-01-25
"From the award-winning and critically
acclaimed author of A Bound Woman Is a
Dangerous Thing comes a new book of narrative
in verse that takes a personal and historical look
at the experience of Black girlhood. In the
American imagination the contrasts between
visibility and invisibility for Black girlhood are
glaring. A recent report by the African American
Policy Forum states that while Black girls make
up only 16% of the female students in schools,
they make up half of school-related arrests, and
further studies show that Black girls are the
fastest growing population in the juvenile justice
system. And when Black girls are not viewed as
criminal, their visibility seems to be eroding or
disappearing. Through the eyes and stories of
prominent Black female figures from Zora Neale
Hurston to Riley Curry and Michelle Obama, and
with an homage to Toni Morrison's Beloved,
Breath Better Spent beautifully and trenchantly
captures the culture of Black girlhood and its
changing relationship to American culture,
exploring the highly visible and invisible spaces
that Black girls occupy, from school, to home, to
others' imaginations, and proceeds to question
the disappearance - metaphorically and literally starkissed
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of Black girls from the American imagination.
Powerfully drawing on both history and her own
experiences, Hill brings to life the vitality,
creativity, and strength of Black girlhood while
shining a light on a crisis we cannot ignore"-Cinderella is Evil - Jamie Campbell 2013-03-29
History is told from one person’s perspective.
Sometimes they don’t get it right. Ugly
Stepsister Anna has wrongly been accused of
being mean and evil. Now it is time she got the
opportunity to tell her side of the story. With
Cinderella so perfect and wonderful, it is no
wonder Anna feels ugly in comparison. Dealing
with bullies, a grumpy mother and the death of
her step-father, Anna is at her wits end. When
the Prince’s ball approaches, Anna is told she
must find a husband to save the family fortune.
Attending with her sisters, the sulky Prince
Charming only has eyes for Cinderella. With the
burden of being the only one to unite her stepsister with the Prince, will Anna act as cupid? Or
will she protect Cinderella from the arrogant
Charming? A charming twist to the story of
Cinderella, told completely from the point of
view of the Ugly Step-Sister. Also Available in
the Series: Cinderella is Evil Saving Rapunzel
Killing Snow White Ugly Sleeping Beauty I Love
Little Red The Beast with no Beauty Fairy Tales
Retold (The complete collection. Save money by
buying in one place)
Starkissed - Brynna Gabrielson 2012
The Star Kissed Collection - Jamie Campbell
2014-03-08
Melrose Morgan was your typical teenager,
flipping burgers and surviving high school the
best she could. Yet all that changed after a
chance encounter took her face to face with the
world's biggest superstar. Living every girl's
fantasy, Melrose falls for one fifth of the most
successful boy bands on the planet, Cole
Newton. But in a world that is full of shining
stars, can one small town girl really capture the
heart of a supernova? Find out in the Star Kissed
Collection.
Damian's Oracle - Lizzy Ford 2011-01-01
Caught in the war between the White and Black
Gods, Sofia and her rare gift bring victory to he
who grabs her first. Her difficult transition from
human to oracle forces her into a new world,
where she struggles in her role as Damian's
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mate and to help a mysterious man who's
supposed to be dead. Featured in USA Today in
March 2012.
HORIZON DIVIDED - Maureen A. Miller
2019-02-28
In this exciting sequel to BENEATH... Stella and
Colin search futilely for the rogue Atlantic
current that dragged them to the shadowy
Underworld just a few months ago. With an illdefined area to explore, their futile attempts cost
too much money and their resources are running
out. When it appears that all hope is lost, a
miracle occurs in the form of a retired
Hollywood producer-turned-explorer who is
willing to use his ship and equipment to support
their quest. Although no one believes their tale,
he is the most accepting person they have met.
Whether his intentions are honorable or not
remain to be seen. With a crew full of skeptics,
Stella and Colin locate the downwelling current,
and once again find themselves dragged into the
subterranean network of caves deep in the
Atlantic Ocean canyon. Time is running out for
the Underworld, though. Will anyone be left to
rise from beneath?
The Last Hour of Gann - R. Smith 2018-09-11
It was her last chance:Amber Bierce had nothing
left except her sister and two tickets on Earth's
first colony-ship. She entered her Sleeper with a
five-year contract and the promise of a better
life, but awakened in wreckage on an unknown
world. For the survivors, there is no rescue, no
way home and no hope until they are found by
Meoraq-a holy warrior more deadly than any
hungering beast on this hostile new world...but
whose eyes show a different sort of hunger when
he looks at her.It was his last year of
freedom:Uyane Meoraq is a Sword of Sheul,
God's own instrument of judgment, victor of
hundreds of trials, with a conqueror's rights over
all men. Or at least he was until his father's
death. Now, without divine intervention, he will
be forced to assume stewardship over House
Uyane and lose the life he has always known. At
the legendary temple of Xi'Matezh, Meoraq
hopes to find the deliverance he seeks, but the
humans he encounters on his pilgrimage may
prove too great a test even for him...especially
the one called Amber, behind whose monstrous
appearance burns a woman's heart unlike any he
has ever known.From R. Lee Smith, author of
starkissed
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Heat and Cottonwood, comes an epic new story
of desire, darkness and the dawn that comes
after The Last Hour of Gann.
The Accidental Movie Star - Emily Evans
2012-06
When seventeen-year-old aspiring architect
Ashley interns at an L.A. movie studio, she
expects to learn set design not fetch tea for
spoiled actors. How did Ashley spend her
summer vacation? Imagine the hottest guy in
Hollywood. Do you see the girl next to him, the
one handing him a cup of tea? Yeah. That’s her.
Interning on a major motion picture is not all
bad. She gets to watch some of the scenes and
even offer her opinion. “That kiss looked lame.
Laughably weak. There’s no chance at an MTV
award with that kiss.” LOL. Until the director
says, “Hey, Intern. Yeah, you. Ashley. You’re
right. So, teach Caspian how to kiss. Oh, and get
in front of the camera. We're going to need you
in this next shot." OMG.
Katie's Hellion - Lizzy Ford 2011-06-03
A Dance with the Fae Prince - Elise Kova
2021-08-19
A stand-alone, fantasy romance perfect for fans
of Holly Black and Sarah J Maas. A young
woman is taken captive by a disarmingly
handsome fae after she witnesses a ritual not
meant for human eyes in the dead of night.
Star Kissed - Lizzy Ford 2017-09
Lost 10,000 years in the future ... Aspiring model
Mandy oversleeps one morning, costing her a
gig and putting her on a later flight home. Little
does she suspect the hour of extra sleep will
result in her being on a plane that's catapulted
10,000 years into the future, complements of an
alien prince who opened a star gate to find a
cure for a disease afflicting his people. Mandy is
not impressed by the Earth of the future. The
people are at war, the bugs huge and the food
awful. To make matters worse, she must hide
her identity from the aliens on the planet and
find the one man who can send her home. When
they meet, she's unnaturally drawn to the
handsome but cold alien prince who views
humans as inferior. He infuriates her - yet she
can't stay away. Akkadi, the Naki prince, can't
get Mandy out of his mind, either. She's
beautiful and wild - and exactly what he doesn't
need in his orderly life. He's got enough issues
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trying to protect his secrets. Secrets that, if
revealed, could condemn his family and cause
him to lose the gorgeous, vexing human named
Mandy forever.
Starkissed - Brynna Gabrielson 2012-11-19
Kissing movie star Grant West may be every
teenage girl's dream, but when it happens to
Sydney Kane, it's nothing but a nightmare. Sure
he's cute, but having her face plastered all over
celebrity gossip blogs is not something she's
interested in. Now cheerleaders are trying to
befriend her, reporters won't stop calling, and
her mother keeps chasing her with a curling iron
so she won't be caught by the paparazzi with flat
hair ever again. Forgetting Grant is all Sydney
wants and Colin, the guy she's had a crush on
since seventh grade, seems like a pretty good
way to do it. Then Grant shows up at Sydney's
door begging for a second chance and the more
she gets to know him, the more she isn't sure
she wants him to go away. But with Grant in the
picture, Colin is backing off and she definitely
doesn't want that. Everything is a mess and
Sydney doesn't know what to do, who to choose,
or how to make those pesky cheerleaders leave
her alone. She only knows one thing for sure,
being STARKISSED isn't a dream come true at
all.
Star Crossed, Star Kissed - Karyn Langhorne
2021-04-29
He's an astronaut; she's an astrologer.
Sometimes love is written in the stars. Phoebe
Evans is the "Astro Priestess" a social media
astrologer with millions of followers, earned by
her honest, "tell it like is" forecasts. When
Phoebe is invited to defend astrology in beautiful
Sedona, Arizona-- a place known for mysterious
vibrations and healings--she has no idea that
she'll be squaring off against handsome hero
Major John Gabriel, one of the first men to land
on Mars. John is brilliant, passionate and still on
the mend from a devastating crash landing back
on Earth. He's also gorgeous, incredibly sexy,
and extremely skeptical of everything Phoebe
believes in. But John can't deny the chemistry
between them and the unexpected ease he finds
in her presence. Can this fiery, curvaceous Earth
Mother find love with the Mars Starman when
the stars are crossed against them? Can John
overcome his deepest shame to experience the
kiss of Phoebe's? This newest BWWM romance
starkissed

from Karyn Langhorne (A Personal Matter & His
Private Dancer) puts love in the clash between
the hard science of astronomy and astrology's
spiritual interpretation of the Universe. Readers
praise HIS PRIVATE DANCER: "Beautiful and
Intense." "A fantastic read." "This book was just
beautifully written. You feel every emotion the
characters (and side characters) go through and
that alone is the hallmark of a good writer."
Omega Beginnings Miniseries - Lizzy Ford
2015-07-15
Short story prequel miniseries to "Omega"
The Star Kissed Collection - Jamie Campbell
2014
Melrose Morgan was your typical teenager,
flipping burgers and surviving high school the
best she could. Yet all that changed after a
chance encounter took her face to face with the
world’s biggest superstar. Living every girl’s
fantasy, Melrose falls for one fifth of the most
successful boy bands on the planet, Cole
Newton. But in a world that is full of shining
stars, can one small town girl really capture the
heart of a supernova? Save money and find out
in the Star Kissed Collection that includes all
four of the Star Kissed Series: Star Struck Star
Kissed Starburst Star Bright
A Distant Tomorrow - Bertrice Small 2012-02-28
Lara, using her newfound magical abilities, lifts
an ancient curse and earns the love of Terah's
ruler, Magnus Hauk, who accompanies her back
to Hetar, where, while trying to thwart a civil
war, they are threatened by the animosity of a
dangerous enemy.
The Star-Touched Queen - Roshani Chokshi
2016-04-26
An Instant New York Times Bestseller! Contains
an extended excerpt from The Gilded Wolves.
Fate and fortune. Power and passion. What does
it take to be the queen of a kingdom when you're
only seventeen? Maya is cursed. With a
horoscope that promises a marriage of Death
and Destruction, she has earned only the scorn
and fear of her father's kingdom. Content to
follow more scholarly pursuits, her whole world
is torn apart when her father, the Raja, arranges
a wedding of political convenience to quell
outside rebellions. Soon Maya becomes the
queen of Akaran and wife of Amar. Neither roles
are what she expected: As Akaran's queen, she
finds her voice and power. As Amar's wife, she
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finds something else entirely: Compassion.
Protection. Desire... But Akaran has its own
secrets -- thousands of locked doors, gardens of
glass, and a tree that bears memories instead of
fruit. Soon, Maya suspects her life is in danger.
Yet who, besides her husband, can she trust?
With the fate of the human and Otherworldly
realms hanging in the balance, Maya must
unravel an ancient mystery that spans
reincarnated lives to save those she loves the
most. . .including herself. A lush and vivid story
that is steeped in Indian folklore and mythology.
The Star-touched Queen is a novel that no
reader will soon forget.
Kiera's Sun (#2, Anshan Saga) - Lizzy Ford
Sequel to “Kiera’s Moon.” Includes the
novelette, “Kiera’s Home” Kiera accompanies
A’Ran to the toxic surface of Anshan to assess
just how bad things are and whether or not she
really can help the damaged planet heal. When
she returns, she is faced with a larger challenge,
one that threatens her newfound life and home,
one too terrible to reveal to A’Ran, who has
placed his hope and that of his people in her.
Together, they must find a way to restore
Anshan’s life force, before it’s too late to save
the planet – and Kiera.
A Personal Matter - Karyn Langhorne
2004-08-31
Crossing the line ... Alayna Jackson's dream is to
be a lawyer -- and not even being the only
African-American paralegal in a high-power, lilywhite law firm will hold her down. Sure it's not
the perfect job, but if it helps her reach her goal
-- and gets her younger sister through college at
the same time, Alayna will work for the devil
himself -- namely Ben "Ice Man" Richards, the
firm's arrogant, brilliant, insufferable, and
unpredictable rising star. As long as Richards
curbs his famous rudeness and treats her with
respect, Alayna should be able to cope. But
there's more to Ice Man than meets the eye, a
fire smoldering beneath his hard, cool surface.
And when personal disaster threatens, Alayna
finds herself unlocking the doors of her private
life to the last man she ever dreamed she'd let
enter. And once inside, he may just alter
Alayna's world and her outlook in glorious,
frightening ways.
Bass Ackwards and Belly Up - Elizabeth Craft
2008-12-14
starkissed

For readers of the New York Times bestselling
Gossip Girl and A-List series, here is a smart and
highly commercial first novel about four best
friends who, after graduating high school,
decide to postpone the standard college route to
pursue their creative dreams. Harper Waddle,
Sophie Bushell, and Kate Foster are about to
commit the ultimate suburban sin--bailing on
college to each pursue their dreams: write the
next Great American Novel, make it as a
Hollywood actress, and backpack around the
world. Middlebury-bound Becca Winsberg is
convinced her friends have gone insane...until
they remind her she just might have a dream of
her own. So what if their lives are bass ackwards
and belly up? They'll always have each other.
Harper is going to be the next Jane Austen. Or
Sylvia Plath. Or Plum Sykes. Figuring out which
should be easy. It?s living with the lie she told
her three best friends that?s going to be hard.
Kate doesn?t know exactly what she wants. But
whatever it is, she won?t find it at Harvard.
Maybe the answer is in Paris, or Athens? or
anywhere Kate can be someone besides the girl
with perfect grades, perfect hair, and the perfect
boyfriend. Sophie is a star. She?s already got the
looks, the talent, and a list of demands for her
dressing room. Now that she?s wrangled a
furnished guesthouse in Beverly Hills, it?s only a
matter of time before she?s discovered. Unless
she isn?t. Becca is dysfunctional. At least, her
family is. Which is why she can?t wait to flee the
drama and get to college. But Becca?s friends
know she needs more than a spot on the
Middlebury ski team and a cozy dorm room.
They know she needs to fall in love. Dreams are
complicated. They almost never turn out like you
imagine?they almost always change. Sometimes,
they change you.
Star Kissed: The Wardens of Terra 2 - C.D. Gorri
Welcome to the Wardens of Terra, an elite group
of Shifters destined to save humankind! The
Hounds of God have been disbanded by the
Catholic Church, leaving a terrible void in the
fight to save humankind. As a result, a much
older organization returns to power and takes up
the reins to fight to save the Earth from the evil
that stalks it. They are the Wardens of Terra, an
elite force of Shifters each with a defining power
to aid them in the never-ending battle against
the forces of darkness. Alone they are fierce
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warriors. Once they’ve found their true mates,
they become an unstoppable force. These are
their stories. Star Kissed is an Urban Fantasy
Paranormal Romance featuring a Zodiac Shifter
Warden and his Curvy Shifter Mate. Sexy Fox
Shifter, Isabella Fuente has spent years learning
to harness her powers and trying to forget him,
the man who broke her heart. A chance reunion
at the Wardens of Terra Centennial Convention
has brought Luis Fernandez, Jaguar Shifter, in
her path once again. This time, he is not about to
let her get away! A Tarot reading from an
unusual fortune teller leaves them both shaken.
Will Fate finally have its way with the two
wayward lovers? Keywords: zodiac shifter book,
zodiac alpha shifter, jaguar shifter, shifter, fox
shifter, vixen shifter, urban fantasy, fantasy
romance, paranormal holiday romance, shifter
getaway romance, wardens guardians series,
magic romance ebook, paranormal fiction series,
strong heroine, curvy girl romance novel, zodiac
mates, fated mates, instalove romance short,
sexy shifter book, sexy paranormal romance
book, steamy paranormal romance novel, steamy
wolf shifter mates, strangers to lovers, instant
attraction, heat level, claiming bite, fated mates
novella, soul mates, destined mates, shifter pack
fated mates series, holiday shifter mates, holiday
paranormal romance, shifter guard fated mate
series complete, curvy heroine romance, curvy
girl reads, bbw romance, alpha hero, instant
love, magical romance, witch romance, mixed
shifters series, PNR romcom, romcom series
Return to Exile - E. J. Patten 2013-03-05
On the eve of his twelfth birthday, Sky, who has
studied traps, puzzles, science, and the secret
lore of the Hunters of Legend, realizes his
destiny as a monster hunter.
Katie's Hope - Lizzy Ford 2011-09-02
Death or Hell?Three weeks after leaving Rhyn,
Katie learns the Immortals have no intention of
letting her go despite her deal with their leader.
Rhyn discovers he can only protect her if he
accepts his place among the Immortals.
However, doing so may cost him the only thing
that matters. Meanwhile, demons are closing in,
and Death orders Katie killed. Death's assassin
and the demons pursue them, and Katie will
have to choose between Death or Hell to save
Rhyn from both.
Zoey Rogue (#1, Incubatti Series) - Lizzy Ford
starkissed
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He only needs three nights to make her his …
With more heart than sense, fearless, beautiful
Zoey has saved countless college-aged women
from horrifying deaths at the hands of
supernatural sadists. She may be a mere halfsuccubus in a society that views half-breeds with
derision, but she still retains the highest rescue
rate of any Hunter in the Sucubatti society. As
the calm, disciplined leader of the Incubatti
Enforcers, Declan is the polar opposite of Zoey –
and the sworn enemy of her society. Forced to
rescue her one night, Declan realizes two things:
he doesn’t need someone as wild and
independent as Zoey in his life – and he can’t
live without her. In this world, there’s only one
Incubus for every Sucubatti and Zoey and
Declan are stuck with each other. They’re just as
likely to kill each other as they are to yield to
each other’s sex magic. She has authority issues
and drinks too much. He is the irresistibly sexy
Incubus pre-ordained to tame her. Neither can
fight their intense attraction, and yet trusting
each other is out of the question. What happens
when their worlds crash down around them?
Strike three. You’re mine.
Charred Heart - Lizzy Ford 2013-11
For a thousand years, Chace has searched for a
way to break the curse placed on him by a jilted
lover. He's a dragon shifter, one who can't
control when the magic will force him into a
different form. He's already lost everyone he
ever cared about a few times over and doesn't
know how much longer he's meant to suffer. At
his wit's end, he makes a deal with a mysterious
figure that offers him what he wants most - an
end to his misery - in exchange for everything
that's his: His life, his power. His heart. The next
day, he meets Skylar, a modern day dragon
slayer whose mission is to cage him - or kill him.
Sexy, witty and brave, she is the yin to his yang,
the woman destined to break the curse, balance
his magic and make his broken heart whole.
Except it's too late. Not only has he sealed his
fate, but an innocent one-night-stand with Skylar
has dragged her into the middle of a deal with
the devil, one she won't escape, if he can't
convince her that dragon shifters aren't her
enemies.
Beneath - Maureen Miller 2018-03-25
In this young adult adventure with a splash of
romance, Stella's overnight fishing trip sends
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her plunging into a raging ocean. It was Stella
Gullaksen's final break before starting her
freshman year at college. Joining her best friend,
Jill, and Jill's family aboard the STARKISSED,
Stella wakes to a violent storm that capsizes the
boat over a hundred miles off the New Jersey
shore. As the waves haul her under Stella knows
that she is going to die. Instead, an unusual
current drags her deep into the underwater
canyons of the Atlantic Ocean. Powerless against
the raging waters, she is suddenly sucked into a
ventilated cave. One by one, Jill and her family
also emerge in the sunken cavern.With only a
faulty diving flashlight to keep oblivion at bay
Stella and her best friend's brother, Colin,
search the cave in hope of finding a way back to
the surface. What they discover, however, is that
they are not alone. There are other survivors in
this subterranean grotto-survivors spanning
decades of maritime disasters. Will this
discovery prove salvation, or have they all been
condemned to the same fate? A grim finale at
the bottom of the sea?On an alliance forged by
friendship and attraction, Stella and Colin battle
to escape the danger that lies beneath.
Deidre's Death (#2, Rhyn Eternal) - Lizzy Ford
Two women caught in a struggle between Death
and the Dark One Gabriel – Death – is winning
the ground war against demons in the mortal
realm. But a rebellion is brewing among his
army of grim reapers in the underworld he still
can’t access. Worse, just when he thinks he
knows where his heart belongs, he discovers
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there are two Deidres: the human he started to
fall in love with and the deity whose love-hate
relationship with him spanned hundreds of
thousands of years. What he doesn’t know: the
two Deidres made a deal that will send one of
their souls to the underworld by the end of the
week. Deity-Deidre expects nothing but smooth
sailing in her future. Until the Dark One strips
her powers on her way out of Hell, leaving her a
vulnerable human, reeling under the influence of
human emotions, which deities do not possess.
The deal she made with human-Deidre suddenly
seems impossible to win. For the first time in her
existence, she understands what Gabriel felt at
her mercy for the eons they were together. She
doesn’t know how to win the trust of the man
she’s always loved – or even if she can.
Desert Warrior - Nalini Singh 2015-09-14
The sheikh must have his bride. A Reader
Favorite Story from NewYork Times and USA
TODAY bestselling author Nalini Singh. The time
has come for Tariq al-Huzzein to take the reins
of his family's desertkingdom. But the role
requires a bride, which means he must
reclaimthe woman who broke his heart years
before in New Zealand. Now thathe's lured her
to this distant land, he means to keep his new
bridehere forever… But, once again, Jasmine
Coleridge's blend of innocenceand sensuality
threatens to bring the haughty sheikh to his
knees—andmakes him wonder who is the true
prisoner…
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